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My name is Ricardo A. Finney, a resident of Kapolei, Hawaii.  I am an elderly disabled 
US Air Force veteran, one of five federal whistle blowers, and a cyber crime victim in 
retaliation.  The Department of Justice, the FBI, the US Army, and the Honolulu Police 
Department Criminal Investigation Division (HPD/CID), have violated my civil rights.  
These agencies colluded to suppress the whistle blowing which involved the abuse and 
mysterious death of a US Army soldier.  
 
  For nearly seven years my family and I have been under illegal phone and vehicle 
surveillance, had dozens of computers infiltrated, hacked, and disabled, and had their 
cell phones illegally wiretapped, all done to keep the circumstances involving the whistle 
blowing silent.  From 2016 through 2022 I submitted 36 cyber crime complaints which 
HPD/CID purposely ignored, then unfairly closed to avoid making a formal cyber crime 
referral to the FBI.  From 2016 through 2023 I’ve submitted 27 FBI IC3 cyber crime 
complaints to the FBI which has ignored every one because investigating them would 
lead to the need to investigate the whistle blowing.  
 
 The determination by law enforcement to ignore all my cyber crime reports was not 
based on an honest, forthright, unbiased assessment of my situation centered on facts, 
truth, and reality.  Instead, through deceit, intentional misdirection, witness intimidation, 
and various tricks, tactics, and ploys to include twisting information and committing acts 
of omission, solid evidence of wrongdoing I’ve provided has been ignored.  I’ve asked 
Mayor of Honolulu, the Hawaii Attorney General, and the Hawaii Senator and 
Congressman to intervene.  None will act. 
 
  To see evidence that proves my claims are true, please go to: 
 
 https://www.hiddenfederalwhistleblower.com.     https://bit.ly/cyberattacksupdate2 
 

  https://bit.ly/7yearsofdeceit  
 
  Earlier this year Attorney Arnold Phillips of Honolulu represented me and worked to  
prepare a federal civil rights lawsuit.  Unfortunately, earlier this year he suffered a fall 
and died.  I desperately need another civil rights lawyer to bring the corruption and 
collusion out of the dark into the light.  Please help me.  Thank you for your time and 
consideration.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
Ricardo Finney 
 

“When you tear out a man’s tongue you’re not proving him a liar".  
“You’re telling the world you fear what he has to say...”  
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